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thank you for the help. i have read through many of the articles on here and
have tried to follow the advice. the issue is i have no idea what i'm doing. i
have never programmed in c or any other similar language and i have tried

to follow several tutorials and guides on here and other sites but there is
little explanation for someone like me. i'm not a coder. i'm a designer who

needs to know how this system works and the best i can tell is that i cannot
edit the output of the i/o cards in the simulator because there are no drivers

installed. the only option is to use the 1789-sim module. run the rslogix
micro starter lite that you installed earlier. during the installation process,

you will need to give the necessary serial number to the rslogix micro
starter lite. after the completion of the installation process, when you launch

it, it will prompt you for a serial number. enter the serial number provided
by rslogix micro starter lite and continue with the installation process. the
cedar logic simulator is also a fully featured development tool. you can use

cedar logic simulator for training and education. write and share your
projects and you can create your own unique software for all sorts of

applications and products. controllogix simulator v6.0 is a software designed
to run on windows 7, windows 8, windows 10, and windows 10 tablets and
pcs. it is designed to simulate controllogix 5580 controllers. this software is
free to download. i am using the new processors and slots from rslogix 5000
with the processor emulators and simulation emulators for each processor in
the rslogix 500. i understand that the emulators mimic the processor in the
computer just a little better than the physical plc processor. the emulators

are in the rslogix 5000 so i do not need to simulate an actual plc processor. i
need to use the emulators when programming the ladder logic software.
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so i know i need to
set the processor

slot # for the
emulator and the

programmer
software to match

the actual
processor slot # in
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the rslogix 500.
but, i do not know

what the actual slot
# is for the

emulator. i think i
understand what
slot # is for the

rslogix 500. but the
emulator has no

slot #. can anyone
explain to me what
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slot # are for the
emulators of the
emulator? i am

having a problem
with the emulators
in the rslogix 5000

and in the
rsemulator for the
processors. i am
using the newly
released rslogix
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5000 with
rsemulator. i think
this is a problem

with the
rsemulator. i am

trying to figure out
how to get the

emulator to work
with the rslogix
5000. i have the
emulator working
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with the rslogix
500. i am using the

rsemulator to
emulate the

processors that are
in the rslogix 5000.

i am using the
newest rslogix

5000 (rsemulator
3.1) and the rslogix

500 (processors
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1.1) and the rslogix
micro starter lite. i

have been
struggling with this

issue for a long
time. i have tried
the rsemulator for
the rslogix 500 and
the rsemulator for
the rslogix 5000.
they both do the
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same thing. i can't
get the rsemulator
to load my program
and the simulator

to emulate the
hardware. i am
doing the same

thing with both the
rslogix 500 and the

rslogix 5000 and
they both work fine.
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in the rsemulator i
am using the

processors 1.1 and
the micro starter

lite as the
simulator. i am

trying to emulate
the rslogix 500. i

have set the lower
processor to have

slot 1 and the
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upper processor to
have slot 2. i have

set the lower
processor to have a
processor emulated

in the rsemulator
and the upper

processor to have
the hardware

processor. i then
set the rsemulator
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to simulate the
hardware in the

lower processor. i
used the lower

processor to do the
simulation. i then

go to the
rsemulator window
where i can check
the processor. it

says the hardware
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is running. i then go
back into the lower
processor and i see
the rsemulator is

running the
simulator. i go back
to the rsemulator
window to check

the processor and it
says simulator is
running. then i
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close the simulator
and restart it. when

i check the
processor it says
the hardware is

running. but, it is
not simulating the
hardware. the only
way i can get the
hardware to run is

to reboot the
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computer.
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